Shipwreck

DRAFT
It was a stormy night. Me and lidas are tiring to sleep then we hear "ouch!" but in the middle of the ocean a wave hit the ship. We were trapped some how to our cabin and then we fell asleep. We woke up and were remembered in all of Spiru. Linaue is attacked. Linaue is dead and gone. So we looked around and we have landed in a town. We decided to go ashore. I grab my zeki knife and we grab a month's worth of food. Then we get our shovel. (A shovel is like a spade but twice the size.) We grab a small dog with me and moma in it. We go a shore. Then we here a bell. He said don't shipwreck. We walk up a small village I screws here. He showed me the shipwreck. "He killed it for reasons I screws. When I get the girl, I screws God and then don't crash. She choked out a barrel of firefly gas. It makes anything a firefly found it then drank some he caught in a goldin. Then he gave a drink to his village even since then they been fighting for that barn ever since then we here a digging help an army of Green Caolurs are coming over their river. We heard that if we help them and till help close we go to the river we see a tree with model, we had into trees. They told 1 kump substitute.
Grade Commentary

Chris has demonstrated basic knowledge and understanding of the structure and features of a narrative. Paragraphs have not been used and sentence structure is limited. The use of tense is inconsistent and there is a lack of descriptive language. There has been an attempt to edit spelling, with limited success, and there is a lack of appropriate punctuation.

Chris’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade D standard.